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THE OWNERS OF THE UNITED STATES.

It has been and still is the boast of the American people, that

wealth is more equally distributed here than in any other part of

the world . While every one admits that the old days of New

England, in which none was very rich and none was very

poor, have passed away, yet it is still believed that the land,

buildings, and personal property of this country are owned

mainly by the majority of its people, and that there is no danger

of any such concentration
of wealth in a few hands amongus

as exists in older and more aristocratic nations . Statistics as

to the wide distribution of wealth, shown by the deposits in

American savings banks, by the large number of American

farms, and by the supposed high standard of American wages,

have been constantly set forth as conclusive evidence that

American wealth is substantially
owned by the mass of the

American people . The object of the present inquiry is not to

determine whether such a condition would be desirable or not,

but simply to ascertain whether it actually exists .

Interesting as such an inquiry must be, especially to that

laboring class on whose behalf it was supposed that labor com

missions were established, little effort has been made by any of

them to solve this problem . The very able gentleman at the

head of the National Labor Bureau, after taking statistics of

industrial depressions, convict labor, and strikes, seems to have

felt that he had exhausted all subjects of special interest to the

laboring classes ; and he therefore directed the energies of all his

assistants to an investigation of the subject of divorce — the one

subject, among all grave social questions, with which the masses

of laboring men have the least practical concern . One who de

sires to investigate the great problem of the distribution of

wealth in this country must, therefore, feel his way, without

much assistance from the official representatives of the very class

which has the deepest interest in the question.
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In the " effete monarchy " of Great Britain, where the

laborer, deprived of all the blessings of a protective tariff, has

no representative in the national government, no bureau, no

commissioner, and only five members of Parliament among

twelve hundred, there is nevertheless no serious difficulty in the

way of forming a pretty close estimate of the distribution of

wealth . The income-tax returns, combined with those of the

probate and succession duties, furnish the means of estimating, at

frequent intervals, the proportions in which wealth is distributed

among different classes of the nation ; while a return of rent

rolls, made in 1872 , enables us to determine with considerable

accuracy the proportions in which the land of the whole country

is owned. Mulhall's estimate is as follows :

DISTRIBUTION OF BRITISH WEALTH, 1877.

Class . Families. Wealth in Millions. Wealth per Family .

Rich, .... .222,500 $ 27,781 $ 125,145

Middle, .. .1,824,400 9,142 4,874

Working ..... .4,629,100 1,930 413

6,676,000 $ 38,853 $5,823

From this table it will be seen that one thirtieth part of the

English people own two thirds of the national wealth . With

what scorn we have long pointed to these figures ; and with what

pride we have bade foreign nations look upon our own beloved

land, where such things not only did not exist, but were made

npossible by our republican form of government !

Can any light be thrown upon the distribution of American

wealth by a study of English statistics ? Let us see . By adding

to the published returns of the personal estates of British dece

dents a capitalization of the rental value of their estates, at four

per cent. interest, we may form a tolerably accurate estimate of

the aggregate wealth, real and personal, of the richest noblemen

and bankers of England who have died within the last quarter

of a century . We may then compare these figures with the

known wealth of a few American citizens, and thus obtain a start

ing point for further comparisons .

In this way , we find that the richest of the Rothschilds, and

the world -renowned banker Baron Overstone, each left about
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$ 17,000,000. EarlDudley, the owner of the richest iron mines,

left $ 20,000,000. The Duke of Buccleuch (and the Duke of

Buccleuch carries half of Scotland in his pocket) left about

$ 30,000,000. The Marquis of Bute was worth , in 1872, about

$ 28,000,000 in land ; and he may now be worth $40,000,000 in

all. The Duke of Norfolk may be worth $40,000,000, and the

Duke of Westminster perhaps $50,000,000.

There is no official classification of British wealth or rents .

But incomes derived from the profits of business, exclusive of

railways, mines, etc., are classified as follows:

BRITISH INCOMES FROM BUSINESS PROFITS, 1884.

Persons . Incomes. Average Income.

104 £50,000 and over £ 91,783

1,192 10,000 to 50,000 17,644

1,871 5,000 to 10,000 6,553

1,117 4,000 to 5,000 4,270

1,947 3,000 to 4,000 3,266

4,202 2,000 to 3,000 2,282

13,268 1,000 to 2,000 1,277

52,765 400 to 1,000 541

159,198 200 to 400 282

235,664

The great law of averages may be relied upon as confidently

in America as in Europe. We need only find a starting point;

then we may safely proceed to calculations based upon general

experience as to the average increase in the number of persons

owning wealth , in proportion to the decrease of the amount

owned by each individual. To find this starting point, it will

be necessary to give a list of Americans whose wealth is approx

imately known . The writer abstains from mentioning in this list

a single name concerning which he has any information which

mightpossibly be confidential ; and, to make quite sure of this,

he omits the names of all gentlemen with whom he has any

confidential relations. The names of persons who have died

within a recent period (six of them within one year) will be in

cluded , more accurate information being obtainable concerning

their affairs than in any other cases. Their estates are nearly all

either undivided or in the hands of so small a number of persons

as to make no practical difference, while the number of names

1
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which have been omitted will far outweigh all possible errors in

the list. No name is given which is not believed , for good

reasons, to represent an individual wealth of at least $ 20,000,000.

The figures indicate the wealth believed to be possessed on the

average by each of the persons whose names follow :

$150,000,000 : J. J. Astor, Trinity Church .

$ 100,000,000 : C. Vanderbilt, W. K. Vanderbilt, Jay Gould, Leland Stan

ford , J. D. Rockefeller.

$ 70,000,000 : Estate of A. Packer.

$60,000,000: John I. Blair, Estate of Charles Crocker.

$50,000 000 : Wm. Astor, W. W. Astor, Russell Sage, E. A. Stevens, Estates

of Moses Taylor, Brown & Ives.

$ 40,000,000: P. D. Armour, F. L. Ames, Wm. Rockefeller, H. M. Flagler,

Powers & Weightman , Estate of P. Goelet.

$35,000,000 : C. P. Huntington, D. O. Mills, Estates of T. A. Scott, J. W.

Garrett.

$ 30,000,000: G. B. Roberts, Charles Pratt, Ross Winans, E. B. Coxe, Claus

Spreckels, A. Belmont, R. J. Livingston, Fred . Weyerhauser, Mrs.

Mark Hopkins, Mrs. Hetty Green , Estates of S. V. Harkness, R. W.

Coleman, I. M. Singer.

$ 25,000,000: A. J. Drexel, J. S. Morgan, J. P. Morgan, Marshall Field, David

Dows, J. G. Fair, E. T. Gerry, Estates of Gov. Fairbanks, A. T.

Stewart, A. Schermerhorn .

$ 22,500,000: O. H. Payne, Estates of F. A. Drexel, I. V. Williamson, W. F.

Weld .

$ 20,000,000 : F. W. Vanderbilt, Theo. Havemeyer, H. O. Havemeyer, W. G.

Warden, W. P. Thompson, Mrs. Schenley, J. B. Haggin, H. A.

Hutchins, Estates of W. Sloane, E. S. Higgins, C. Tower, Wm.

Thaw, Dr. Hostetter, Wm . Sharon , Peter Donohue.

Trinity Church is included in this list because it is practi

cally an individual owner. For the purpose of estimating the

distribution of wealth, it is obvious that this corporation, which

has no stockholders, must be treated as a unit .

It will be said that these estates could not be readily sold for

their estimated value . In a few cases this is true ; but it is im

material, because it is equally true of the property of farmers

and other small owners, and so does not change the relative

proportion of wealth, which is the only important question .

Our estimate of the whole national wealth is based upon the

census of 1880, in which the capital and debts of railway, tele

graph, and steamboat companies were included at par. But in
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the foregoing estimates of individual wealth the current market

value is adopted, which is much less than par. For purposes of

comparison between different classes the census valuations ought

to be adopted all around. But if they were, the wealth of Mr.

Gould would be fixed at over $125,000,000, and that of Messrs.

Crocker and Huntington at nearly as much ; and the proportion

ate share of the very rich would be greatly increased .

Making the largest allowance for exaggerated reports, there

can be no doubt that these 70 names represent an aggregate

wealth of $2,700,000,000, or an average of over $ 37,500,000 each .

The writer has not especially sought for information concerning

any one worth less than $20,000,000, but has incidentally learned

of fifty other persons worth over $10,000,000, of whom 30 are

valued in all at $ 450,000,000, making together 100 persons

worth over $3,000,000,000 ; yet this list includes very few names

from New England and none from the South Evidently, it

would be easy for any specially well-informed person to make up

a list of one hundred persons averaging $25,000,000 each, in

addition to ten averaging $100,000,000 each . No such list of

concentrated wealth could be given in any other country in the

world. The richest dukes of England fall below the average

wealth of a dozen American citizens ; while the greatest bankers,

merchants, and railway magnates of England cannot compare in

wealth with many Americans .

Lists were lately published of 67 millionaires residing in

Pittsburgh, of 63 residents of Cleveland possessing in the aggre

gate $300,000,000, and of 60 persons residing in three villages

near New York whose wealth was said to aggregate $500,000,

000. One of the gentlemen included in the last estimate said

that if it included one of his neighbors, with whose affairs he

is intimately acquainted , it was entirely too low ; $750,000,000

would be none too much. The Goelet estate, in New York

City, pays taxes on $25,000,000 real estate . The mayor of

Chicago says that four gentlemen of that city are worth over

$20,000,000 each ; but only two are included in the above list.

The Boston “ Advertiser " lately asserted that there were not

fifty millionaires in Boston ; but the official tax-list shows that

more than fifty families pay taxes on over $1,000,000 each, and
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two hundred persons pay taxes on amounts which clearly show

that they are really millionaires.

The facts already stated conclusively demonstrate that the

wealthiest class in the United States is vastly richer than the

wealthiest class in Great Britain . The average annual income of

the richest hundred Englishmen is about $ 450,000 ; but the aver

age annual income of the richest hundred Americans cannot be

less than $1,200,000, and probably exceeds $1,500,000 . It fol

lows, inevitably, that wealth must be far more concentrated in the

United States than in Great Britain ; because, where enormous

amounts of wealth are placed in a few hands, this necessarily im

plies that the great mass of the people have very small posses

sions . On the other hand, we know with tolerable certainty what

are the average earnings and possible savings of the masses. The

earnings of fully four fifths of American families do not average

as much as $500 per annum. As the average age of busy men

is less than forty years, their savings cannot spread over more

than an average period of twenty years . Farmers being always

more economical than mechanics or other laborers of the same

income, the savings of farmers, represented by their farms, will

afford a maximum standard for the classes to which they corre

spond . According to the census of 1880, the average value of

25 per cent . of farms was $635, of another 25 per cent . $1,750,

and of about 35 per cent. $3,500 ; the remaining 15 per cent.

being held by wealthy owners. To allow , in marketable prop

erty, $750 each to the mass of the community, $2,000 each to the

next class, and $3,500 each to the small tradesmen, highly -skilled

mechanics, and others whose condition corresponds with that of

the best class of ordinary farmers, will be quite as much as facts

will justify ; especially when we take out of this highest class, as

we must, a considerable number ( say one sixth) who, by saving

one third to one half of their income, have accumulated four or

five times as much as their fellows.

In 1877 the number of British capitalists possessed of over

$25,000 each was about 222,000 , while the number of persons

deriving profits of over $1,000 per annum each from business was

nearly 200,000 . The two classes of persons were not at all the

same ; on the contrary, probably not one third of either class,
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possibly not even one fifth, was included in the other. Yet, in

the absence of any detailed information as to the distribution of

wealth , the classification of incomes must be taken , with much

reserve,as the only attainable guide. But incomes, in their very

nature, are much more equally distributed than wealth . Mil

lions have incomes who have practically no wealth . Therefore, a

computation on this basis will greatly underestimate the concen

tration of wealth in the higher figures, while it will lead to such

an overestimate of wealth in the lower figures as to make it

gradually quitemisleading. Such a computation is indeed of no

use whatever outside of the first 250,000 families, and must be

greatly modified long before reaching thatnumber.

Bearing these considerations in mind, we proceed to estimate

the distribution of American wealth . Judging from the rate of

increase in wealth indicated by the last census, it is probable

that (estimated by the samemethod) it now amounts to nearly

$ 1,000 per head, or $65,000,000,000 in all. In 1880, $ 2,000,

000,000 was invested in public buildings, churches, colleges,

charitable institutions, etc.; and this item must be about $2,500,

000,000 now .

Taking the number of British incomes exceeding £ 200 as a

basis for comparative classification, starting on thebasis of known

facts concerning American wealth , and modifying the figures

gradually , for the reasons already stated, we arrive at the follow

ing conclusions:

DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICAN WEALTH , ON THE BASIS OF BRITISH

INCOME RETURNS.

Families.

10

100

1,200

2,000

1,000

2,000

4,000

13,000

52,000

160,000

200,000

Average Wealth in Thousands.

$ 100,000

25,000

6,000

2,200

1,400

1,000

700

400

150

60

20

Total in Millions.

$ 1,000

2,500

7,200

4,400

1,400

2,000

2,800

5,200

7,800

9,600

4,000
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Families.

1,000,000

2,000,000

9,565,000

Average Wealth in Thousands.

31

2

Total in Millions.

3,500

4,000

7,175

13,000,310 $62,575

Public property , churches, etc., 2,500 $ 65,075

Condensing this table, so as to arrange it in three great

classes, we arrive at this result :

>

DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICAN WEALTH.

Class. Families. Wealth in Millions. Average per Family

Rich, ... 235,310 $43,900 $ 186,567

Middle, 1,200,000 7,500 6,250

Working, ... 11,565,000 11,175 968

13,000, 310 $ 62,575 $ 4,813

On this basis, 50,000 families would appear to own one half

of the national wealth .

In this table small farmers, skilled mechanics, foremen, con

ductors, engineers, etc., are included in the “ working class, ” and

$968 has been allowed as the average savings of each family in

this class — more than double the highest claim made on behalf

of the same class in England, and nearly treble the average de

posit in American savings banks . This amount is certainly too

large. The number of the very largest millionaires has been kept

down to very nearly the limit of the writer's personal informa

tion ; while in his judgment there must be at least as many more,

of whom he has never heard. If this surmise is correct, it would

add at once $ 2,500,000,000 to the share of wealth belonging to

the millionaire class, and would confirm the writer's rough

estimate in the FORUM for September, that 25,000 persons own

just about one half of all the wealth of the United States..

Objection will doubtless be made to any estimates based upon

British statistics. Fortunately, Massachusetts furnishes a purely

American basis for estimates of the distribution of American

wealth . A list of the largest individual taxpayers in Boston,

published this year, including all (exclusive of corporations and

executors) who paid more than $1,000 in taxes, and who were

therefore assessed at more than $75,000 (the tax being 14 per

cent.), showed the following results :
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Individual Taxpayers.

2

4

3

8

39

133

1,065

BOSTON Tax LIST FOR 1888 .

Amount of Tax. Average Assessed Wealth .

$ 50,000 to $ 75,000 $ 4,600,000

40,000 to 50,000 3,205,450

30,000 to 40,000 2,732,570

20,000 to 30,000 1,340,000

10,000 to 20,000 930,000

5,000 to 10,000 500,000

1,000 to 5,000 160,000

1,254

It may be safely assumed that every one who is assessed at

$ 400,000 is really worth $ 1,000,000 ; because large estates are

never assessed at their full value, and because these assess

ments include no shares in corporate stock, nor government,

municipal, ormortgage bonds, in which a vast proportion of the

wealth of the very rich is invested. For the same reasons, an

assessment of $ 75,000 represents in actual wealth not less than

$ 150,000 . Thewealth of the very rich is always more under

estimated by assessors than that of men in moderate circum

stances. Assessments of $400,000 and over are thereforemulti

plied , in the next table,by two and one half, while those below

that line are only doubled . In both cases the increase is too

small. Boston has less than a forty-fifth part of the nation's

wealth, and less than a hundred and thirtieth part of its popu

lation . Multiplying the Boston figures by only 45 , it would

follow that there are in the United States more than 56,000 per

sons worth over $ 150,000 each, of whom at least 8,500 are worth

over $ 1,000,000. Classifying men of wealth in conformity to the

proportion in which assessment returns show that their wealth is

divided in Boston, but adding the seventy persons who have

been specifically named as averaging $ 37,500,000 , we arrive at

the following estimate, which errs only on the side ofmoderation :

DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICAN WEALTH , ON THE BASIS OF BOSTON TAX

RETURNS.

Families.
Wealth in Thousands Average Total Wealth in

over under Wealth in Thousands. Millions.

70 $ 20,000 $ 150,000 $37,500 $ 2,625

90 10,000 20,000 11,500 1,025

180 7,500 10,000 8,000 1,440

135 5,625 7,500 6,800 968
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Families.

360

1,755

6,000

7,000

11,000

14,000

16,500

50,000

75,000

200,000

1,000,000

2,000,000

9,620,000

Wealth in Thousands

over under

3,750 5,625

1,875 3,750

937 1,875

500 937

300 500

200 300

150 200

75 150

50 75

15 50

3 15

11 3

Average

Wealth in Thousands.

4,600

2,300

1,250

650

375

230

165

100

60

20

31

2

Total Wealth in

Millions.

1,656

4,036

7,500

4,550

4,125

3,220

2,722

5,000

4,500

4,000

3,500

4,000

7,215

$

13,002,090 62,082

DISTRIBUTION IN CLASSES.

Class . Families. Wealth in Millions.

Rich ,.... 182,090 $43,367

Middle, .. 1,200,000 7,500

Working ,..,11,620,000 11,215

13,002,090 $62,082

Average per Family.

$ 238,135

6,250

968

$ 4,775

On this basis, 40,000 persons own over one half of the wealth of

the United States, while one seventieth part of the people own

over two thirds of the wealth .

It will be seen that in these tables, which are prepared upon

the basis of purely American statistics, the concentration of

wealth appears to be much greater than in tables prepared upon

the basis of British statistics. By either table, 70 per cent. of

the national wealth appears to be concentrated in the hands

of a very small minority of the people ; but dividing this wealth

in proportion to the English ratio, it is distributed among 235,000

families, while dividing it according to the Boston ratio, it is

possessed by only 182,000 families . The truth probably lies be

tween the two ; and it may safely be assumed that 200,000

persons control 70 per cent. of the national wealth, while 250,000

persons control from 75 to 80 per cent. of the whole.

These conclusions are of course very unpalatable to comfort

able optimists. But what other results could possibly be ex

pected, in view of well-known facts ? No one can entertain a
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reasonable doubt that there has been an accumulation of wealth

in a few individual hands in the United States, during the last

twenty- five years, vastly in excess of any which has taken place

in other parts of the world . In no other country have railroad

managers, manufacturers, oil-refiners, mine-owners, bankers, and

land speculators accumulated fortunes so rapidly as they have in

this. In no other country, and least of all in England, during

the last thirty years, has the burden of taxation been cast so

exclusively upon the working class, or the machinery of public

taxation been used so unscrupulously for private profit.

In Great Britain, although indirect taxation still constitutes

the greatest part of the public revenue, a large share of direct

taxation has been maintained, and, as far as possible, all tribute

levied by the rich upon the poor, under the pretense of taxation,

has been abolished . The natural consequence is that the dispro

portion between the rich and the poor in Great Britain is less

to-day than it was forty years ago, that wealth is more widely

distributed, that the middle class is much more numerous, and

that the masses are rapidly gaining in power and influence.

In America the drift has been in precisely the opposite direc

tion . Federal taxation has increased six fold since 1860, and the

whole of this increase has been taken out of the relatively poorer

classes. At the same time, the profit which is secured to the

wealthier classes by the adjustment of indirect taxation in their

interest has been increased not less than ten fold . The wealthy

classes, collectively, have made a clear profit out of the indirect

effects of taxation to an amount far exceeding all that they

have paid in taxes, although this profit has been absorbed by

a minority of even the rich . But, apart from this, the whole

system of taxation is and has been such as to take from the rich

only from 3 to 10 per cent . of their annual savings, while taking

from the poor 75 to 90 per cent. It is true that the same system

existed, in form, before the war ; but, taxation being light, the

amount taken from each individual was far less, and the dispro

portion between the rich and the poor not so great, while the

profit levied from the poor by the rich was far smaller. The

amount of the burden has increased, and it has been more and

more shifted over upon the
poor.

0
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It is childish to imagine that, under such circumstances, the

concentration of wealth can go on less rapidly here than in

Europe. On the contrary, it has gone on far more rapidly here ;

and it will continue to do so , at a tremendous pace .

It is intended to confine this paper to a simple investigation

of facts, without suggesting remedies ; but, to avoid misappre

hension, the writer wishes it to be distinctly understood that he

is opposed, on principle, to all schemes for arbitrary limitations of

individual wealth, whether by a graduated income tax, a heavy

succession tax, or otherwise ; that he is utterly opposed to com

munism, socialism , and anarchism ; and that he is of opinion

that the enormous wealth of the few in this country has been

forced upon them by the votes of the very masses who have

been impoverished for their benefit. Populus vult decipi. The

farmers insist upon throwing away their inheritance ; and since

they are determined to heap their earnings upon somebody, it is

well that the list of their chief beneficiaries should be, upon the

whole, so respectable. And, indeed, has it not been clearly ex

plained to us that it makes no sort of difference who owns the

wealth of the nation, so long as it is kept at home ?

But the facts should be known, without regard to the infer

ences which may be drawn from them ; and we are now prepared

to answer the question : Who own the United States ? "

The United States of America are practically owned by less

than 250,000 persons, constituting less than one in sixty of its

adult male population.

Within thirty years , the present methods of taxation being

continued, the United States of America will be substantially

owned by less than 50,000 persons, constituting less than one in

five hundred of the adult male population.

THOMAS G. SHEARMAN .

19



THE HASTE TO BE RICH .

WATER is refreshing to a thirsty throat,whether it be drunk

from a wooden bucket or from a golden vase. The vessel counts

nothing in the refreshing. Why willmen confound human bap

piness with the condition that happens to circumstance it ? Is

not happiness the thing that men wish, and does it make any

difference whether it come in a palace or a cottage ? “ Yes, a

mighty difference,” cries my neighbor; " givememy happiness

in a palace, and you may have yours in a cottage." And half the

world echoes my neighbor's dictum . Neither my neighbor nor

half the world know that they are uttering a very stupid fallacy.

They are confounding the shell and the kernel. They are sup

posing that happiness with a palace covering is a different thing

from happiness with a cottage covering. They have yet to learn

that happiness is happiness wherever found ; that it is a spiritual

state,and worth just as much in one place as in another. “ Ah !

but happiness is conditioned on outward circumstances,” my

neighbor and half the world cry, " and the palace is exactly the

thing that brings it.” Now ,neighbor, you think you have me

nonplused, but stop . I grant you that a spiritual state, such

as happiness is, is influenced by outward circumstances, but it

is not conditioned by them . The mind is too free for such a

bondage. The mental state does not flow from the outward

circumstances, although it may receive impressions from them .

Happiness is contentment with surroundings, not the creature of

surroundings. Its root is in the mind, not without. So all that

my neighbor and half the world, who began by differentiating

palace happiness from cottage happiness, and then stepped down

to making the palace rather than the cottage the creator of happi

ness, now can say is, that contentment has a better soil to flour

ish in when in a palace than when in a cottage. They have to

grant that cottage happiness is as good as palace happiness, and
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that in each case there is contentment with surroundings; but

they affirm that this contentment is better nurtured in a palace,

and is more stable there. But are kings and dukes the happiest

of men ? History seems rather to make their woes conspicuous.

Responsibilities produce risks. The higher you mount, a slip

brings the greater fall. Moreover, where cares multiply anxie

ties intrude. We must not ignore all this because we see the

prince pass by with a crown on his head and a retinue at his heels..

It is an ignorant proletariat that looks up to royalty, and fails to

see the human soul with its weakness under the velvet robes.

Now, what we have said of palaces and royalty is applicable

to the possession of pecuniary wealth . The power that wealth

gives is not a power to be happy, but a power to obtain certain

articles which are supposed to contribute to happiness. To a

certain extent it is true that these do so contribute ; but it is

equally true that very many of them delude the purchaser, and

minister only to his care and sorrow . The splendid establish

ment, grand houses in city and country, troops of attendants,

rich banquets, gay equipage, princely yachts, are very dazzling

as a sight to the poor, but they who have these things soon

tire of them . There is no permanent ministry of pleasure in

them , because the soul's content must have a more solid and

spiritual foundation than material wealth can purchase. So far

as wealth preserves from the distressing circumstances of pov

erty it may be said to minister to happiness, for it then removes

a provocation to discontent; and, moreover, so far as wealth

enables a grand soul to help the unfortunate or advance the

higher interests of mankind, it may be said to minister to

happiness ; but these are the only two conditions of such a

ministry. In the first one all who have riches can partici

pate, but in the second it is only the grand soul that can enjoy

the result, and that grand soul would have been happy with

out the wealth. How different is the truth of this analysis from

the common idea that wealth has in itself a magic power to make

a man happy !

Now, when we look at the other side of the picture and

see how many circumstances calculated to produce unhappiness

wealth introduces, we have to discount largely the little benefit
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which we have found in its possession. From without are jeal.

ousies and envies in various forms, with their accompanying

sneers, slanders, and impugnings of motive ; also the incessant

applications from cranks and loafers, as well as from the worthy,

for donations, the prying curiosity of the public and reporters

into theminutive of private life, the ill-disguised expectancy of

heartless heirs, the dangerous though unreasonable enmity of the

ignorant rabble, the settled attitude of the shopkeeper and the em

ployee for plunder, and the perilous conspicuity in time of public

disorder. From within are the daily cares of managing the large

estate, involving examination of investments,the testing of char

acter in subordinates, the watching of markets, the intricacies of

bargains and covenants, and the personal drudgery of details.

Then there is the constant conviction, unless the conscience is

seared, that this style of life is not what the buman soul was

made for, that it utterly fails to answer the great end of being,

that it is an entanglement in magnificent trifles, and a waste of

time and talents. Then again there is the fear of losses, anx

iety with regard to speculations, absorption in thought mar- •

ring social intercourse with its pleasures and benefits, and the

foreboding that the riches will one day all be gone. To these

evils, experienced consciously and painfully by the man of great

wealth, is to be added an evil, to which, alas ! he is indifferent,

but which is, perhaps, in the end the greatest evil of all. He is

lifted up out of all sympathy with his fellow man . He cannot

understand the wants of the poor, nor can he, through such an

experience as the many have, and the sympathy thus created ,

have his soul expand and strengthen . The benefit of the com

mon humanity is largely lost to him , and he does not grow ,

but shrivels. Surely this is not the road to happiness, and the

eagerness for wealth on the part of men is a fearful mistaking

of the way.

Wehave considered the possession of riches in its best form .

We have not used as a factor in the case what is found so gener

ally in man , the readiness to use wealth wickedly to minister to

base passions, to injure personal enemies, to make corners and

control markets, to purchase votes in legislatures, and to pervert

judgment. We purposely omitted to use this in our argument,
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for we wished to speak of riches in their necessary sequences, and

not in what the evil heart of man puts into them. We might

have added, however, in this list of necessary sequences, the

exceptions are so few , that the wealth is piled up by the father

for the ruin of the children, who, free from all incentive to work,

give themselves up to selfish enjoyments that destroy both body

and soul.

We have not overdrawn our description. The observation

of any thoughtful mind corroborates all that we have said, and

yet my neighbor and half the world will not believe it, but they

will rush on headlong for the golden goal. It is very evident

that if we could persuade men of the truth of what we have said,

the haste to be rich would cease. But we expect no such

Utopian result. Folly is immortal.Folly is immortal. We do hope, however, to

open the eyes of a few thoughtful ones, who are not fully pos

sessed by the craze, and whose minds have some appreciation of

what is truly noble and satisfying. It is to such we address our

argument.

The making of money is a most becoming business, if the

object be to support in comfort one's self and family. It would

be also a most becoming business, if the object were to give

away the money to those that need it, but not one in ten millions

ever followed such a plan. Many think they are doing some

thing of this sort when they are only intending to give out of

their swelling profits for the benefit of the needy ; but this is

only a conscience drug, that the personal profits may be sought

the more eagerly. The object is not to help the needy. That is

a side affair. But there are many sensible men who limit their

desire of money -making to the comfortable and reasonable sup

port of self and family. This principle is totally different from

that of desiring wealth. It involves none of the dangers which

we have enumerated above. On the contrary, it is a healthy prin

ciple, promoting industry, regularity, social improvement, and

public utility. It commands respect and does not excite envy.

It helps mutual dependence and does not produce selfish isola

tion. It conforms to the divine law of labor, and hence sweetens

the hours of rest. The aids to happiness, therefore, in this form

of money -making, are unspeakably greater than in the race for
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wealth or in the actual possession of riches. The men who are

found in this class are (other things being equal) the happiest

men on earth. Their contentment is a daily enjoyment, and not

deferred to the end of a hot race, only then to turn cut a decep

tion , Of course they, like all men , will have their disappoint

ments, but our comparison now is only between them and the

slaves of Mammon. It is in this comparison that we con

fidently assert the towering superiority of the bread-winner to

the wealth - seeker or wealth-possessor. We have spoken of the

disadvantages of the wealth -possessor. The wealth -seeker has

others, but, while different from those of the wealth -possessor,

they are equally harmful to himself and to society. He is not

as yet exposed to the catalogue of woes which we have enumer

ated, which, like an enemy's battery, are opened for the million

aire ; but a more disguised , yet no less destructive, evil is con

nected with his progress.

What is the inevitable result to himself ? His eye cannot be

taken off the distant goal, or he will lose his bearings and inevi

tably fail , for the distance of the goal multiplies the conditions

and sequences that enter into the race. Hence his whole being

must be absorbed in the one thing. Mental improvement and

social culture must be denied. In such a process the mind must

necessarily shrink, and the disposition become blunted . The

man dwarfs as the money-maker grows. The healthy enjoy

ment of intellectual exercise, the increase of general knowledge,

the pleasures of observation in nature and art, the genial fellow

ship of enlightened men, and the mellowness of attrition with

the world's varieties, are all impossible when the gold-hunt is

entered on . The germs of broadness, benevolence, and sym

pathy, which were in the soul at the start, are all smothered,

for, if allowed to grow, they would seriously interfere with the

arrival at El Dorado. It is for this reason that a man, as he

gains riches, becomes close and miserly. He has constructed a

fortress of selfishness in which he is impregnable. The few con

spicuous exceptions to this rule by no means invalidate it. That

some men have successfully resisted this law of tendency is to

their honor, but still the law remains. Even with regard to the

exceptions, we are wont to judge too liberally. The man of
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twenty millions gives a hundred thousand to a college, and the

newspapers blazon his generosity, and yet when the man with

a hundred thousand gives five hundred dollars (the same pro

portion ) to any object of worth , no newspaper ever thinks of

sounding his praise. The latter gift is, indeed , far the larger,

because the man of a hundred thousand needs all his income

to live with the ordinary comforts of life , while the man of

twenty millions has nearly a million of surplus every year.

Moreover, this millionaire's gift, besides being a mere drop

spilling over his brimming bucket, is very often pressed out of

him by the machinery of events. In itself it is no proof of

public spirit or human sympathies. With all this caution about

indiscriminate praise, we cheerfully acknowledge that there are

men of great wealth and men who are making great wealth ,

who are likewise men of great hearts. But again we say that

this does not in the least mar our argument.

Another evil in the gold -hunt is that which is produced on

the community. We have seen how it shrivels the man who

hunts. Now let us see how it harms the public. The healthiest

form of human society is where the many are equally independ

ent in their management of their affairs, where professions and

trades are represented by individual thinking minds, and where

those engaged in any one branch of industry stand on a level

with one another. This condition of things promotes invention,

activity, interest, manliness, and good citizenship. Now, the

gold -hunt system is directly antagonistic to all this. It seeks

to destroy the many independent tradesmen , and to make them

servants in a gigantic monopoly. The happy homes of freemen

become the pinched quarters of serfs. The lords of trade have

their hundreds and thousands of humble subordinates, over

whom they rule, often with a rod of iron . They may be turned

away from work and wages at any moment, from any whim of

the selfish employer. Hence, through fear of this they lose

their manhood, and dare not assert even a decision of their con

science. There is no more melancholy sight to my eyes than

that which I so often see nowadays, the former happy possessor

of a shop or store, who has lived comfortably and with the true

nobility of a citizen, and whose family has felt the dignity of the
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home, now made a clerk and drudge in a huge establishment,

that by its relentless use of millions has undermined and over

thrown all the independent stores of a large district, while his

family are thrust into the unsavory communism of a tenement

house, and lose all the delicate refinements of a quiet home. It

is easy to say that this is but the natural law of trade. So to

devour men is the natural law of tigers. But this truth will not

reconcile us to the process. If we are to stop men from stealing

directly, we can stop them from stealing indirectly. If natural

law works evil to the community, we are to make statute law,

which will act as supernatural law, and control the offensive

principle. Unless we wish our old social equality destroyed and

a system of practical serfdom to take its place, we must put a

limit to the acts of greed, and so preserve the independence of

our citizens. If the liberties of the multitude are to be guarded ,

the liberty of one man to buy up all the land or all the dry

goods in the market must be checked. Capital must be circum

scribed, except under special circumstances, when special condi

tions should be made for the protection of the community. The

story of such accumulation of money power as that of the Stand

ard Oil Trust is the story of an enslaved community, and the pre

monition of a future oligarchy as odious as that of Rome, which

ruined the empire.

And this brings us to another evil wrought on the public by

the haste to be rich. It evidently leads to crooked dealing. In

so exciting a chase an advantage is not to be missed because of

a little question of right and wrong. A lie here, a cheat there,

these are the every -day occurrences by which to get around the

neighbor or the custom -house or the stockholder. A bribe well

placed is a stroke of genius. Employees are trained in decep

tion and the community is morally corrupted. Legislatures,

whom we trust for our laws, become the paid servants of the

gold -hunters, and justice is polluted in our courts. The mad

ness that possesses the man who is chasing after wealth knows

no bounds. His moral code is completely set aside in the sphere

of his money -making. Principles that he would count most im

portant in a theory of morals, are wholly inoperative in his finan

cial career. He slaughters widows and orphans with his fiscal
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sword, he remorselessly sends his rival to pauperism and sui

cide, he manufactures false stock and seizes upon illegal divi.

dends, and he uses the confidence of the unsuspecting for their

ruin . This system , rapidly growing upon us, is poisoning the

whole public body, and making lying and stealing and fraud

subjects of merriment where they should be provocatives of

indignation and retribution . So possessed is the public mind

of this idea of our modern money-hunters, that even the per

fectly innocent man of wealth cannot escape the imputation that

his money was gotten by ways that are dark . The people have

almost come to believe that great wealth implies great rascality.

It is a very false judgment, and yet the reason for it is in the

evident rascality with which so many have grasped their gold .

The injury done to the family is also an injury to the state,

for the family is the unit of the state. Where the men of a

family are in the wild pursuit of wealth the basis of family

affection and morality cannot exist. That basis is mutual con

'ference and intimate confidences. But the gold -chase gives no

time for this. The man is a sort of boarder in his own house.

He flits in and out like a stranger. His heart is elsewhere.

So wife and children are without their proper guide and stay.

They seek for amusement in questionable quarters. They find

other centers than the home. Thehusband (house-bond, if that

be the right origin of the word) is not in his place, and the

household is disintegrated . Disorders of every sort enter such

a family, and the increase of wealth only intensifies the symp

toms.

But now oneword to the young man who is making haste to

be rich. Not one out of ten thousand who give talent, energy,

and life to this race ever reach the goal. We have seen that the

goal itself is a grand delusion , but, as you will not see that truth,

perhaps the tremendous chances against you in the race may

turn
you

to a wiser course. Your competitors are legion , and

they have no bowels ofmercy. They carry sharp daggers and

use them skillfully. The race becomes a game of heartless

trickery, and your discomfiture will excite no sympathy. You

cannot stop a moment to rest or you'll be trodden under foot.

Plot and counter-plot will keep you busy day and night until
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your brain reels and your physical faculties fail. Your hair

becomes prematurely white, your limbs totter, your food has no

relish , your disposition grows sour, you are nervous with expec

tation or fear. Altogether you are a very miserable creature,

made so by your own willfulness. With mind and body thus

weighed down, the thought that all is done for a questionable

advantage and also by questionablemeans, will haunt you in

spite of yourself, and add a moral sting to the intellectual and

physical decay.

When wesay this to the young man who is bewitched by

the siren , either thorough unbelief is his response, or else he is

sure that his is an exceptional case, and that he is going to be

wise enough to avoid the mistakes and calamities that have

wrecked so many before him . It is the hope of the infatuated

gambler who puts down his money in spite of the staring facts

of the gambling table. If America is to be ruined it will be

by materialism , the accumulation of individual wealth, and the

mad chase for such accumulation. It is that which will dry

up human sympathies, divert the mind from high and healthy

thought, degrade art and science and literature, destroy family

life, poison the fountains of society , sanction immoralities, and

make the nation a seething caldron of selfishness and unrest.

The greatest need of our land to-day is an education away

from this fearful danger, a cultivation of the quiet and improv

ing arts,an encouragementof genial and benevolent lives, a pres

ervation of home virtues, a teaching of the truth that moderation

best serves the cause of happiness, and a demonstration that in

helpfulness to others man best helps himself. While wise laws

can do much to suppress some of the worst features of the gold

hunt, it is to the press, the school, and the church that wemust

look for the inculcation of the purer and loftier ideas that will

meet and overcome thematerialism which the peculiar conditions

of our country have fostered, and which the thoughtless minds

of our youth so readily accept.

HOWARD CROSBY.
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INTERESTING PRACTICAL FACTS .

OF

a

IN THE COMMERCIAL FORUM for

April there are descriptive and explan

atory articles as follows :

WESTERN INVESTMENTS .-An ex

planation of the guarantee system of

the American Investment Company in

placing loans on Western property ; its

record in placing 20,000,000 without the

loss of a dollar.

RECENT ADVANCES IN HEATING

BUILDINGS, AND THE HEATING AND

VENTILATING DWELLINGS,

CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, AND OFFICES,

is an illustrated article by Mr. Leices

ter Allen, giving his reasons why hot

water heating is better than any other

system , and explaining the apparatus

manufactured for heating by hot water

all kinds of buildings by The Boynton

Furnace Co. , of New York . The arti

cle is in part argumentative to show

why heating with hot water is prefer

able to heating in any other manner,

and partly explanatory of the particu

lar apparatus manufactured by this

company.

THE MINERAL SPRINGS OF WAU

KESHA COUNTY, Wisconsin, yield a

well -known mineral and table water,

and the NEE-SKA-RA SPRING is de

scribed in detail and an analysis of its

water is given. The popularity it has

attained in Milwaukee and Chicago

has induced the company that owns it

to seek a wider market. The proper

ties of the waters are fully explained

in this descriptive article.

THE D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY,

publishers, of New York, devote es

pecial attention to the publication of

books on sanitary subjects, the impor

tance of which is made known in an

article on sanitary improvement.

HOW GLOBES make the study of ge

ography interesting, and the desirable

features of recent maps and atlases pub

lished by W. M. Goldthwaite, 107 Nas

sau St. , New York, are the subjects of

two articles on GEOGRAPHICAL PROG

RESS, and MAPS and MAP-MAKING.

THE HAND SEWING MACHINE COM

PANY, of Bridgeport, Conn. , have per

fected a miniature machine which is

used without the trouble of a table,

and is sold at as low a price as $3.00.

A description of this appears under

the title, " A New Invention in Sewing

Machines."

FOR THE BENEFIT of persons who

are preparing for summer trip

abroad, THE COMMERCIAL FORUM

contains a number of seasonable hints

about European railways, hotels, pass

ports and the like, and there is an arti

'cle on LETTERS OF CREDIT TO TRAV

ELLERS, issued by any first -class bank

ing house, but in particular explaining

the facilities for this business by the

well-known house of Messrs. Knauth,

Nachod & Kühne, of New York.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE WAGNER

PALACE CAR SERVICE, of the fast

limited trains which go to the West

and Northwest from New York over

the NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD,

and of the arrangements of this palace

car company for supplying cars to pri

vate parties, together with an explan

ation of the luxurious service of the

vestibule trains made up of them , is

an illustrated article.

THERE IS A SIMILAR explanation of

the service on THE CHICAGO, MIL

WAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY Co.

A SIMILAR ARTICLE also explains

the luxurious equipment and comforta

ble appointments of THE OCEAN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY's steamers from

New York to Savannah .

AMONG THE SUGGESTIONS to travel

ers is an explanation of the benefits of

BROMO-SODA for seasickness.
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WRITERS AND SUBJECTS .

Following are brief synopses of the articles in the Forum

for April and sketches of the writers :

The Degradation of Our Poli In The Forum for November, 1836 , Pres.

tics. F. A. P. BARNARD, the late Dwighthad an article in the series, “ How I was
Educated . " The other articles in this series ,

President of Columbia College. - which has been reprinted in book form by

An historical review of the decay of Messrs. D. Appleton & Co., are by Rev. E. E.

public duty and of the substitution Hale, T. W.Higginson, Pres. F. A. P. Barnard ,
Chancellor J. H. Vincent, Prof. Wm . T. Harris ,

for it ofpersonalreward as the prime Pres. S. C. Bartlett, Pres. J.R. Kendrick , Pres.

motive in politicalactivity; how this E. G. Robinson , Pres. James B. Angell, and

has changed the very conception of
Pres . Andrew D. White .

political duty in the popular mind , Woman's Political Status .

and the very character of ourgovern FRANCIS MINOR .--Reasons why

ment; how to retrace our steps out
women should be allowed to vote and

of this degradation and to make the
to hold office; a criticism of Prof.

government again republican . Goldwin Smith ; the success of all ex

The late F. A. P. BARNARD was born in Shef perinnents with woman suffrage; a

field , Mass., in 1809. He was graduated at constitutional right.

Yale College in 1828 , and was a tutor there the

next year. For several years he taught in in FRANCIS MINOR wasborn in Orange County ,
stitutions for the education of the deaf and Virginia, in 1820. Hewas graduated at Prince

dumb in Hartford, Conn., and in New York . ton College in 1841, and afterward in law at the

In 1837 he became professor of mathematics University of Virginia in 1843. In 1846 he re
and natural philosophy in the University of moved to St. Louis, where he practiced his pro
Alabama ; and from 1848 to 1854 he was pro fession until deafness compelled its relinquish
fessor of chemistry and natural history . In ment a few yearsago. About twenty -five years

1854 he accepted the professorship of mathe ago he espoused the cause ofwoman suffrage,
matics, physics, and civil engineering in the and has ever since favored it . In The Forum

State University of Mississippi, of which he for December, 1887 , Mr. Minor had an article

becamepresident in 1856. Hewas presidenttwo on " Woman's Legal Rightto the Ballot,"
years and chancellor three years. Atthe out The Forum has contained the following ad

break of the war he returned to the North ,and in ditional papers on different aspects of woman

1863 he had charge of the publication of the suffrage: Î . W. Higginson , " Unsolved Prob
charts and mapsof the U.S.Coast Survey . In lemsin Woman Suffrage ” (Jan., 1887 ) ; H. B.

1864hewascalled to the presidency of Columbia Blackwell, “ Woman Suffrage Problems Con

College, which position he held till his death , sidered " (April, 1887) ; Senator J. J. Ingalls,
April 27, 1889. Hewas a United States Commis " The Sixteenth Amendment " (Sept., 1887) ;

sioner to theexpositionsof Paris in 1867 and 1878 . Prof. Goldwin Smith , “ Woman's Place in the
President Barnard was connected with a num State " (Jan., 1890 ) .

ber of learned societies ; in 1860 he was presi

dent of the American Association for the Ad
Hypnotism and Crime. Dr. J.

vancement of Science, and he was one of the

original incorporators ofthe National Academy
M. CHARCOT. - To what extent crime

of Sciences. Among his books are: “ Letters has been and is likely to be commit

on Collegiate Government " ; History of the ted on hypnotized subjects, and by

United States Coast Survey " “ Recent Prog :

ress of Science " ; and “ The Metric System .”
them ; how a hypnotized person may

The Forum has printed many articles on be made to commit murder or a for

political subjects , the following during the gery ; the danger done by showmen

past two years being most nearly related to
who hypnotize weak persons.

the present discussion : " Obstacles to Good

City Government ” (May, 1888), by Seth Low ; Prof. JEAN-MARTIN CHARCOT was born in

“ Moral Principle in . Public Affairs ” (July , Paris in 1825 . He studied medicine,and in 1862

1888 ), by W. L. Trenholm ; “ The Trial of he received an appointment to the famous
Popular Government" (Aug., 1888 ), by Judge insane asylum in Paris, the Salpêtrière, where
J. M.Love ; " The Saloon as a Political Power "

le distinguished himself by his investigations
(May , 1889), by E. H.Crosby ; " The Ethics of of the diseases of the nervous system . He has

Politics " (June, 1889), by W. S. Lilly. written a large number of works on this sub

Education in Boyhood . Presi
ject, and he is a member of the Legion of

Honor. Dr. Charcot wrote for The Forum for

dent TIMOTHY DWIGIIT, of Yale August, 1888 , an article on “ The Topography of

University . — The proper scope of
the Brain ," and for January, 1890 , another

studies for a boy before he enters
on " Magnetism and Hypnotism ."

college; themistakes of the old -time Secular Changes in Human Nat

education , and the dangers that be ure . FRANCES POWER COBBE .

set the present system of a too early In what respects human nature in

selection of special studies ; a course modern times has been elevated and

of study for boys.
in what other respects it has slid

President TIMOTHY DWIGHT, of Yale Univer
back ; wherein we are worse and

sity , was born in Norwich , Conn., in 1828. He wherein better than the ancients.

was graduated at Yale in 1849, and in the Di

vinity School in 1853. From 1851 to 1855 he was a Miss FRANCES POWER COBBE, the well-known

tutor in the college, and then he studied abroad . English writer, was born in 1822. She writes

In 1858 he was elected professor of sacred frequently for the reviews and magazines on

literature and New Testament Greek in the social, ethical,andreligious subjects. She is also

Yale Divinity School, the financial growth a prominent leader of theanti -vivisection move

of which has been mainly due to his efforts. ment in England, in support of which she has

From 1878 to 1885 he was a member of the written " MoralAspects of Vivisection " and " Mr.

American Committee for the revision of the Loweand the Vivisection Act." She is equally

English version of the Bible. prominent as an advocate of woman suffrage,

64
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and she has taken an active part in the move

ment for the general elevation of women.

Among herwritingsmaybementioned “ Essays

on the Pursuits of Women " ; " The Cities of

the Past ” ; “ Studies, New and Old , on Ethical

and Social Subjects ” ;, “ Criminals , Idiots,

Women , and Minors : Is the Classification

Sound ? " " Darwinism in Morals and other

Essays " ; Re-Echoes. " In The Forum for

October, 1889, Miss Cobbe wrote on " The Love

of Notoriety ."

No Theology and New Theol

ogy. Rev. Dr. LYMAN ABBOTT.

The difference between theological

liberality and agnosticism ; wherein

advanced orthodox theology differs

from the old dogmatism ; a state

mentof liberal orthodoxy ; its con

ception of God , of personal immor

tality , and ofmiracles.

Rev. LYMAN ABBOTT was born in Roxbury ,

Mass., in 1835. He was graduated at the

University of the City of New York in 1853, and

was admitted to the bar in 1856. He soon de

cided , however, to enter the ministry ; and

after studying theology with his uncle, Rev.

J. S. C. Abbott, he took charge of a Congrega

tional church in Terre Haute, Indiana ( 1860 ).

In 1865 , having been elected secretary of the

American Union Commission , he returned to

New York . Here he became pastor of theNew

England Church ; but in 1869 he resigned to

devote himself to journalism and literature.

For sometimehe edited the “ Literary Record

in Harper's Magazine, and wasat the same

timeeditorof the Illustrated Christian Weekly .

Later he becameassociated with the Christian

Union , of which he has been editor-in -chief

since the retirement of Henry Ward Beecher .

Hewas recently iustalled as Mr. Beecher's suc

cessor in the pastorship of Plymouth Church,

Brooklyn . Dr. Abbott is one of the leaders of

the “ New Theology ” movement in the Con

gregational Church .

The following articles in The Forum may be
read in connection with Dr. Abbott's :

ligion's Gain from Science " . (Sept., 1888 ),

by Rev. T. T. Munger ; “ Causes of Belief

in Immortality " (Sept. 1889), by Prof. L. F.

Ward ; Modern Claims upon the Pulpit
(Nov., 1889), by Archdeacon F. W. Farrar ;
di The Natural History of Dogma” (Dec., 1889),

by Prof. C. C. Everett ; " A Protest Against

Dogma " (March , 1890 ), by A.K. Fiske.

>>

treated in The Forum by H. R. Elliot, " The
Ratio of News " (March , 1888 ), and by W. S.

Lilly , “ The Ethics of Journalism ” (July, 1889).

The Rights of Public Property.

Rev. Dr.WILLIAM BARRY. - How the

perversion to individual use of " the

fruits of collective exertion " robsthe

multitude for the enrichment of the

few ; a plea for “ the resumption of

its economic rights by society.”

Rev. Dr. WILLIAM Barry is an English writer

of note on social questions and the moral as

pects of the new industrial problems of the
time. IIe was at one time professor of

dogmatic theology in the Seminary of St.

Mary at Ascot, England. Two articles by Dr.

Barry have alreadly appeared in The Forum ,

“ Signs of Impending Revolution " (April, 1889)

and The Moloch of Monopoly ” (June, 1889).

The Forum for February , 1890, has an article

by W. S. Lily on " The Ethics of Property

and a large number of articles related to the

present discussion have appeared in other
numbers.

Truth and Fraud in Spiritual

ism . RICHARD HODGSON . - How

large a part of " spiritual phenom

ena is trickery, and what remains

to be explained ; the proper spirit in

which to approach the subject.

RICHARD HODGSON, who is well known in con

nection with the Society for PsychicalResearch ,

was born in Melbourne, Australia , in 1855. He

was graduated at the Melbourne University,

and later at Cambridge, England. While stillan
undergraduate at Cambridge hewrote a defense

of the philosophy of Herbert Spencer in reply

to the criticisms of the late Prof. Green of Ox

ford ; and since his graduation he has lectured

at Cambridge on the philosophy of Herbert

Spencer. In 1884hewent to India to investigate

the phenomena alleged to occur in connection

with Madam Blavatsky, and reported that these

phenomena were fraudulently produced.Healso

conducted an investigation into the possibilities

of imperfect observation and lapse of memory,

to be considered in connection with testimony

to certain marvelous phenomena . For the past

three years he has been secretary of the Ameri

can Society for Psychical Research , which is

now a branch of the English society .
Rev.M.J.Savage has an article in The Forum

for December, 1889, entitled “ Experiences with

Spiritualism ."

Why the Farmer is Not Pros

perous. C.WOOD DAVIS. - Anargu

ment to prove that the chief cause of

agricultural depression is the over

production of farm products ; tables

to show how these products have in

creased more rapidly than the popu

lation of the United States.

C. Wood Davis is a farmer at Goddard , Kan

sas. He was born at New Bedford, Mass., in

1832, and spent some years at sea , visiting all

parts of the world . For many years he was

auditoroftransportation accounts for theMichi

gan Central Railroad ; and later he was con

nected with the Union Pacific Railway. His

health failing he retired and now lives on a

large farm in southern Kansas. For many years

he has been a frequent contributor to the best
class of daily papers .

The following articles in The Forum are on sub

jects of special interest to farmers : “ Protec

tion and the Farmer " (Oct., 1889 ), by Senator

S.M.Cullom ; “ The Farmers ' Defensive Move

ment ” (Dec , 1888 ),by William A.Peffer ; “ The

Tariff and the Farmer " (Jan., 1890 ), by ex

Speaker J. G.Carlisle ; " HoraceGreeley's Cure

for Poverty ” (Jan., 1890 ), by Prof. Rodney

Welch ; " Western Mortgages (March , 1890 ),

by Prof. James Willis Gleed .

• Re
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Newspapers and the Public .

CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER.--An

effort to explain why the newspapers

whose character is condemned by

most people are the most popular;

are the evils of sensational journal

ism to be charged to editors or to

readers? --newspapers as an index to

civilization ; why American papers

are sensational.

CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER was born at Plain

field , Mass., in 1829. He was graduated at
Hamilton College in 1851 and in the Law Depart

ment of the University of Pennsylvania in 1856 .

He practiced law in Chicago till 1860, when he
became an editor on the staff of the Hartford

(Conn .) Courant. He has lectured extensively

before literary and other societies, and he
has made valuable studies in social science
in relation to the criminal classes. Mr.

Warner has written “ My Summer in a

Garden ” ; “ Saunterings " ; " Backlog Studies " ;

" My Winter on the Nile ” ; “ In the Levant ”

“ Capt. John Smith ” ; Washington Irving."

and recently “ A Little Journey in the World .'
Mr. Warner wrote an article for The Forum for

November, 1888 , on “ Creating Criminals."
The subject of journalism has been recently
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The Forum for April. What a Boy Should Know at Eighteen .

The Forum for April contains a notable posthumous President Dwight in the April Forum .
article by the late President Barnard , of Columbia

College, on the degradation of our politics, in which he A youth of eighteen, who is to have the best chances.

should know how to study, and how todo it with en

shows that the substitution of personal reward for thusiasm also, because he has learned the lesson at

public duty as the prime motive of political activity least fiveyears before.

has changed the whole character of our government to the use of the powers, is the true life of alivingEnthusiasm , guided and controlled by knowledge as

to so great a degree that it is no longera republic but man, alivewith the spiritual forces . Everything else

an oligarchy of machine politics ; and the popular con- is in sleep, or is dead .

ception of the functions of government has itself un I makemy starting point, and myguidingthought,
dergone a change. This is perhaps the mostnotable the thought that he should learnhowto study,and

should gain enthusiasm, at the beginning.

of all President Barnard's writings. President Tim In the first place, asI'think, the studyof language

othy Dwight, of Yale University, lays out a proper may be most hopefully and successfully started in
course of study for a boy up to his 18th year, and these earliest years. The boy moves joyously where

compares the advantages and disadvantages of the the man finds only laborand weariness . The chil
old -time system of education and the present dren of our households to-day may gain the same

system . He makes an interesting showing of the thing that we gained at five and twenty, and far more

time wasted by the old system , but lays especial than we gained, when theyare ten or twelve ; and
stress upon the modern productionof specialists the progress is like the joyful song of their childhood,
rather than of men. Frances Power Cobbemakes a when they are led along the rationalmethod. They

review ofthe changes in human nature that have grow up intoFrench or German, asit were, as they
been developed by modern civilization to show grow up into English, andtalk, andread,and sing in
wherein we are better, and wherein weareworse than these languages, justas they do in their own . Why
the ancients . The Rev.Dr. Lyman Abbott,the suc- should they notbreathe inenthusiasm with every

Jessor of Henry Ward Beecher in Plymouth pulpit, breath of their learning ? It waswith a great price,
points out the differencebetween the"new theology " indeed, that we obtained this freedom . But they

and the “no theology," or between liberal orthodoxy were free born .

and agnosticism . He explains the idea thatadvanced Let mesay here that, in my judgment, every boy

orthodox thinkersholdofthe Deity,ofpersonal immor, whohas thebest chances ought to have themastery
tality, and of theinterpretation ofthe Scriptures; and of the French or German language (I should say of

heshowshow these ideas differ more widely from the both) before he is eighteen yearsofage- amastery
position ofunbelieversthan from the orthodoxy of the kindred to that which he has ofEnglish . He should ,
past. Chas. Dudley Warner, in an article, The News- also , have such a knowledge ofGreekand Latin as

papers and the Public , undertakes to show where the will mean power in and overthose languages, and
blame rests for ultra -sensational papers. He under- will enable him to read them with ease and with satis
takes to explain why it is that those newspapers that faction as he enters upon his college course. The

have the widest circulation are those that meet the man who knows the ancient languages asheought to

severest criticism . He finds an interesting answer in know them , will never contend against their holding
an analysis of the American character. Mr. C. Wood a place in the education of all widely -educated and

Davis,who has given long study to the subject, con- roundly-educated men .
structs an argument to show that the prime reason Theboy who has the best chances ought, in the

for agricultural depression is the overproduction of years between twelve and eighteen, to be set forward

farmproducts. He presents statistics showing that on his course in history and the beginnings, at least,
the increase of theproduction of farm products has of theliterature of his ownlanguage.
been greater than the increase of population. Dr. J. My feeling is that the boys who have the best

M. Charcot contributes another article about his ex- chances should know something ofmusic, and should,

periments on hypnotic persons — this time to show that at least, seetheopeningofthe door toward art
crimes can be committed upon hypnotized people, studies. The opinion is now well established, I sup

and how they can be induced by hypnotizers to com- pose, that all persons can be instructed in vocal
mit crime. There is an article by Francis Minor, ad- music with a measure of success . I believe that the

vocatingwomansuffrage, inwhich he points outhow same thing can be accomplished in the line of instru
every experiment hitherto made in this direction has mental music.

been successful; the Rev. Dr. William Barry writes on That the mathematical studies should be pursued

the Rights of PublicProperty to show that monopoly energetically before the youth has reachedthe age of

is but theappropriation by individuals of things that which we are speaking, I may add, is admittedby
properly belong to society; and Richard Hodgson, all . The men of the former generations and the

secretary of the Society for Psychical Research , tells men of our day agree at this point.
where trickery in spiritualism ends, and where really

interesting phenomena begin .



Need of Education in Citizenship . The Cause of the Farmer's Poverty .

The late F. A. P. Barnard in the April Forum . C. Wood Davis in the April Forum .

The history of American farming fortwenty years is ,

Hitherto our higher institutions of learning have in brief, thatasthe area in cultivation has increased ,
neglected almost wholly to instruct the young men so hasthe product per capita , to be followed by ever

in the principles of the government, and in the duties declining prices and diminishing returns per acre.

which are to devolve upon them as citizens. They If, in the period ending in 1874,with a cattle supply of
are taughta great deal about theproperties ofmatter, 02 to 100 people, the supply of corn less than 25 bushels

but very little about the passions of men ; much per capita , that ofwheat and oats less than 6.5 bush

about the perturbations of the planets, butvery little els, and thedomestic consumption of pork 75 pounds
about the interactions of parties ; much about the for each inhabitant,all therequirements of thepeople
constitution of the solar system , but very little about for bread ,meat, spirits, and provender were fully and
the Constitution of the United States ; much about promptly met, it is quite apparent that, estimating

the lawsof the universe ,butvery little about the laws consumption per capita as fifteen per cent. greater
of the land ; much about universal gravitation , but than then , the present supply of beef is sufficient for
very little about universal suffrage ; much about the 71,000,000 people : that of swine for 76,000,000 ; of

Grecian democracies and the Roman republic , but wheat for 79,001),000; of corn for 70,500,000 ; and of

next to nothing at all about the republic to which oats for more than 100,000,000., The logical conclusion
they themselves belong. Indeed , so far is the teach- from the evidence offered , is that the troubles of the

ing of our colleges at present from being suited to farmer are due to the fact that there are altogether

prepare young men for the proper discharge of what, too many farms, too many cattle and swine, too many
under our Constitution, is really the most important bushels ofcorn ,wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat,
duty before them in life, that it almost seems to have and potatoes; too many tons of hay ; and too great à
been purposely planned to evadethat object. production of nearly all other farm products for the

number of consumers.

How the Struggle for Wealth Causes Poverty .
Murder by Hypnotism .

Rev. Dr. William Barry in the April Forum . Dr. J. M. Charcot in the April Forum .

The struggle for wealth is turning outbarbariansby Let us consider a case. I set a subject to sleep and

themillion, on as large a scale, in fact, as any other place him in a somnambulic state. I then say to him :
products of our expensive machinery . Competition , * You know A ; he is a contemptible fellow and is

governed by no higher principle than the higgling ever trying to injure you ; hemust be putout of the
of the market," creates poverty , drunkenness, vice , way. Here is a dagger. To-morrow -or ten days
physical degradation , bestial indifference to every hence, for the suggestion may extend over a consider
human good. The abundance which ought to feed able interval--- you willmake your way to his home;
civilization is choking it . The “ labor market ” has you will wait till he quits the house and will stab him

taken the placeofthe slave market, and men ,women , withoutany pity. He must die. You are not to re
and children are sold in it every day. But the wage member at all that I ordered you to kill him , even if
earner comes cheaper than the slave. He belongs to you be hypnotized again ." The subject takes the

nobody. His fee simple in our magnificent social suggestion , and promises to killthe onewho has be
progress is but a “ contingent remainder " in the come his enemy. At the appointed hour he will be at
workhouse - where no usefulwork is ever done, lest the place named , and will dealthe blow with a steady
should increase the competition outside and so multi- hand . Whether arrested or not for the deed , he will
ply paupers. find it outof his power to reveal the name of the one

who put the dagger in his hand . The theme is an

attractive one, but can the thing be done ?
Need of Men , Not of Specialists.

President Dwight in the April Forum .
PersonalMorality and PoliticalMorality .

The evil to be greatly apprehended , by reason of The late F. A. P. Barnard in the April Forum .

the tendencies of opinion in the popular mind of late ,
is, as it seems to me, that we shall bring forward a When the corrupt use of the public patronage for
generation of imperfectly-educated specialists in this party ends first began to be practiced , it was not re
country : No result is, in my judgment,more to be garded as necessarily involving, in those who em
deprecated than this . Indeed , it may be doubted ployed it or in those who were benefited by it, any
whether, in every sense, such a resultcould properly be personal dishonesty or lack of integrity. Personal
regarded asprogress at all . The fathers had ,at least, morality and political morality were esteemed to be
a wide outlook , as far as their field of vision reached two quite different things. But the practice is in
They believed in men , not in mere workers in the trinsically and essentially dishonest, and no man can

great human workshop . They believed in individual participate in it without shortly losing sight of all the
men, full-grown and matured in their whole manhood , ordinary distinctions between right and wrong. The
and not in mere scholars or practitioners in someone man who sought office for the emolument it brought,

section of life or knowledge , whose mental culture rather than for the honorable functions with which

should be limited to that one section . Men are what it clothed him , would hardly hesitate to use the

weneed in this country ; not lawyers, or physicians, opportunities and the powers of office to increase

or ministers, but men — men who, whatever may be his gains . And history has painfully demonstrated

their profession , are more than their profession ;men that the corruption involved in the original distribu

who, whatever may be the extent of their knowledge tion of office is insignificant and trivial, contrasted

in their own peculiar science, know much that is be with that infinitely larger corruption which has

yond their science, and see the glory of all knowing grown out of the prostitution of office itself to mer

and of all truth . Education, according to the true cenary ends.

view of it, is like religion . It seeks the individual that

it may bestow upon him , in himself, the fulness of its

blessing . It strives to perfect the world in its own
Traveling a Modern Passion .

sphere bymaking perfect the individuals who form

the world . It desires and tries, therefore, regarding
Frances Power Cobbe in the April Forum .

this as its first and foremost work , to give complete Now the gadfly which pursued poor Io seems to

ness to each one whom it approaches. have stung us all, andwefít about the globe restlessly,

till it has nearly come to pass that everybody who

has a house, has let it to somebody else, and the last

place to expect to find aman is athome. A generalgame
How to Tell a Saxon from a Celt.

of puss-in -the-corner amuses the best societyof Europe

Frances Power Cobbe in the April Forum .
and America all the summer and much of the winter .

The humblest village school child expects two or three

TheCelt and the Saxon maybe distinguished by the annualexcursions ; every servant and shop hand stip

simplest of prudentialtests. Will the man spend ten ulates for holidays long enough to pay distant visits ;

minutes on Monday to mend a gate, and so save five in short, our lives are becoming much like those of

minutes every day after ? Or will he spend the five festive gnats at play of a warm evening. Sometimes

minutes every day for twenty years, because he will we pause to suck a flower or to bite somebody,butwe

not spare the ten minutes to effect the needed repair ? soon return to the perpetual locomotion which seeins

In the former casehe is a Saxon ; in the latter , a Celt. I to possess unfailing charm .
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The New Theology's Conception of God. The Decay of Revenge.

Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott in the April Forum . Frances Power Cobbe in the April Forum .

God and nature are not dual. We have abandoned,
How surprising it wouldbeto any nineteenth -cent

or are abandoning, the carpenter conception of crea uryman who should read the Psalms forthe firsttime
tion--the notion that Godmade the world as a builder at an age of reflection, to note how David (or whoever

makes a house . We are substituting for it the far did that terrible cursing) was in continual collision
grander conception of a God immanentinnature, and with “ enemies " ! Theword occurs ninety -four times
of nature as the thought, not the handiwork , of God . in the 150 Psalms; thirty -five times joined with the

Can we conceive of
We have cast away our childhood's conception of a possessive pronoun “ mine."
robed monarch, enthroned somewhere in a centrai Tennysonor Browning , notto speak ofCharlesWes

capital, and ruling the world by means of an angelic ley or Whittier, giving enemies such a placein their

bureaucracy - a kind of infinite czar of a Russian uni- hymns ? QueenVictoria has a good deallarger frontier

verse . Wethink of him aswe think of the soul in the than Davil, andmay beofficiallysupposed tohaveene
" Godbody , omnipresent in all itsparts. We believe,with mies all over the globe ; but even when wesing

the old Hebrew psalmist, that all power belongs unto save theQueen "we are content to wish their" knavish

God ;thatallforceisinthelast analysis in the will ; and
do notwant to take theirlittle ones and dash

frustrated and their “ politics " confounded,

that all so called natural forces are the out-workings
of the divine purposes ; that all so -called natural laws them against the stones. But not only may we con
are only habits of thedivine activity . They aresimply gratulateourselveson the waningofthedread pas

the way in which God is accustomed to act. But this sions ofhatred and revenge ; we may also , I feel sure,

is pantheism , exclaimssome frightened reader. If it rejoice inthe positive development of the converse

were, weshould not bealarmed . But itis not panthe: thusiasmofhumanityis a truly movernpassion.
The en

ism. That the All is God, is one philosophic conception ;

that God is in the All, is another. If to believe that

God is the All in All is pantheism , then Paul was a

pantheist, and we are notafraid tobein his company. How We Have Improved on the Ancients.

It is indeed the company of the elect thinkers of all

ages and all religions.
Frances Power Cobbe in the April Forum .

We, therefore, havedone forever with the distinction Let ussumup the conclusionsof this paper : 1. The

between natureand the supernatural. What men call desire of food has passed the stage of gluttony and

the supernatural is but the spirit force in nature . become in Europe and America only a subordinate

Everythingnaturalis supernatural; everything super- branch of general luxury. 2. Sexual love has under
natural is natural. gone a glorifying transformation from a universal

brute instinct to (very comnionly) an exalting ideal

passion . 3. Indolence has given way to almost feverish
Ours a Government by Machine .

activity. 4. Hatred hasdiminished in frequency and

The late F. A. P. Barnard in the April Forum .
intensity, and revenge has become obsolete. Ånger

is perhaps more often self-controlled. 5. Sympathy

The governmentof the Constitution has practically with suffering has vastly increased and largely dis

ceased to exist. In its place has grown upsomething placed heteropathy and aversion. 6. Wholesome in

which admits of no classification among systems of dignation has waned disastrously, and remorse has
government, ancient or modern . Republican in disappeared. 7. Avarice has almost died out, and

form , as nominally representative, it is yet not a re- given place to acquisitiveness and covetousness, often

public; for itsrepresentatives, though chosen bythe united with prodigality, and giving rise to a gigantic
people , are not the people's choice . Democratic in extension of the vice of gambling. 8. The desire of

methods, as seemingly resting on universal suffrage, famehas degenerated into the love of notoriety . 9.

it is yet not a democracy ; for the periodical appeal The love of natural beauty, especially of the wilder

to the popular voice is an empty ceremony: Though sort, has been born, and has becomealarge factor in
the government of a class, it is not an aristocracy ; modern enjoyment. 10. Humor is more common ,

for it is largely composed of elements least of all more refined , and more prized. 11. Men and women

deserving of respect. And though the government of havebecome almostnomadic in their habits, so per

a few , it is not an oligarchy de jure, though it is such petual are their removals and journeys. 12. The minds

defucto ; for it exists by rio recognized right, and its of men have become infinitely more subtle,their eino

exis'ence is not even confessed. The imperfection of tions more varied , more complex, more rarefied in

language has necessitated the invention of a new every way ; thereby new dangers of duplicity are in

forin of words to describe it ; and this has been sup - curred , and at the sametime the capacity for high

plied , by those most familiar with its workings, in emotional and intellectual pleasures is enlarged .

the felicitous expression , “ machine government."
No phrase could have been better chosen .

Responsibility for Sensational Newspapers,

The New Theology and Immortality. Charles Dudley Warner in the April Forum .

Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott in the April Forum . It is usually assumed that the sole responsibility
for the sensationalisin and vulgarity of a portion of

We no longerdraw any sharp line between this world the American press rests upon its publishers and con
and the other world . We dismiss as a part of the ductors. Now, it is a truisın to say that there would

dualism of the past, the notion of a “ long and dreary be less criticismof the actions of others if every one
sleep, " a fleshly resurrection, and a great gap be- felt a due responsibility for his own actions. Even
tween the dying and the rising again . Life is continu- the saloon-keeper can dodge behind this truth . I did
ous ; life is one; and death makes no break in it. The not create, he says , the demand for strong drink ; if
Joss of an arm leaves the man unchanged ; the other I did not offer to supply it someone else would .
arm is lost, he is still unchanged ; he falls, like John And it is true that if the mass of the community
Carter, from a tree, and dislocates his neck , and lives were educated to temperance and self-respect, the
for twenty years with no power ofmotion save in his saloon -keeper would wither and disappear. The

head ; but he is still John Carter. Life goes on unin- fallacy in his position is the same as that in the posi
terrupted . Thebodydrps into the grave and disin- tion of the purveyor of scandalandsensational news ;
tegrates altogether. Life still goes on uninterrupted. he does not merely offer to satisfy an existing de
The dissolution of the whole body is no more than the mand, but he stimulates and creates an appetite by
dissolution of any part of it. The dogmathat all hope which he profits. He is not indeed responsible for
of repentance necessarily endsat the grave ,webanish the taste of the world , but he is responsible for any
into the lumber room which holds the otherfragments action of his that makes it worse .
of an abandoned dualism .

As man goes out of our This desire for publicity has been cultivated by the

sight, such is he on the other side of the veil which newspapers, but did they create it ? Would the news.
liid s him from us. It is by no accident that New papers continue to minister to it if the public did not

Theclogy men , while many of them refuse to accept sustain them ? We are enraged at the journals for

the Andover hypothesis, everywhere, by an uncon- daily violations of privacy that should be sacred,

scious agreement, also refuseto accept the unscriptu- but who buys the journals ? Whatever the news
ral (logma of the decisive nature of this life's probation papers are, is it not about time that thepublic began

for every man ; for that dogma belongs to that dual- to consider its responsibility in the case ?
is n which insists on breaking life into two dissevered The fair conclusion of the whole matter seems to be

hemispheres, time and eternity, this world and the that the American people have the sort of newspapers
other world . We know no such severance . We are they prefer. An increasing number, no doubt, pre

!!ow in eternity ; this world and the other world are fer a clean and trustworthy newspaper. But in this

country we are estimated by majorities,

3



The Success of Woman Suffrage. Looking at these two thought movements from the

outside, and not carefully considering them , men

Francis Minor in the April Forum . think them to be in the same direction , and leading

Wherever woman suffrage has been tried , it has to thesame inevitable end. If, they say, you depart

proved a success. The testimony from English fromthe faithsof your fathers, you will end in the

sources is abundant, that since the complete enfran- unfaith of the infidels . They believe that hewho be

chisement of women in the Isle of Man, the condition
: ins by accepting the New Theology, must end by ac

of public affairs there hasimproved;and this fact is cepting theNo Theology; that MungerandBushnell

used as an argument to show that parliamentary suf- logicallylead toSpencerandHuxley. But Ibelieve.

frage should be extended to womeninEngland also. In they seek not only different butantipodal goals; that

the Territory of Wyoming women have enjoyed full so far from being in spirit and direction the same , the

suffrage since 1869, a period of twenty -one years.
New Theology is providentially the movement by

Governor
Campbell, whowas in officeat the time, in which theNo Theology is to bemore than contradicted ,

hi's messagetwoyears later,said that thewomen had isto be turned into a different channel,andbrought

conducted themselves in every respect with as much to a different issue.

tact, judgment, and good sense as men . Two years

after,he repeated that the system of impartialsuf
frage was an unqualified success. His successors , Monopolists and Their Victims.

Governors Thayer, Hoyt, Hale, and Warren , have all

borne witness to the same effect, and M. C. Brown,
Rev. Dr. William Barry in the April Forum .

United States Attorney for the Territory, says that The vast burden of poverty under which we are

“woman suffrage in Wyoming has accomplished staggering is mainly dueto the appropriation of public

much good , and has harmed no one.” Pagesmight services, of social rights,by individuals who neither

be filled with similar testimony, not only as to Wyo- can nor do render an equivalent for them to their

ming, but astothe other Territorieswhere woman fellow citizens. That is themeaningof,monopoly.

suffrage has been tried . Mere theoretical views in Monopoly, whethercreated yesterday or the heirlooin

opposition are but as “ small dust in the balance," of ages, is nothing lessthan a tax on all present and

compared with these actual facts. future productions oftheland in which it flourishes

Abolish the monopoly of resourcesnow enjoyed by a

few , and the nation will not be the poorer by the
smalles fraction of any commodity at any moment

after. But let there be a universal strike of all ex .

Are Newspapers an Index to Civilization ?
cept themonopolists, and how long would society en
dure ? There would be famine in a year, in two

Charles Dudley Warner in the April Forum.
years nakedness, and in ten the land would be a deso

The newspaper in France that has the largest circu- lation. Monopoly means a present tax, aswellasa

lation - probably a larger circulation than any other past usurpation. Theinonopolistmay also be receiv

in the world - is Le Petit Journal, of Paris, a small ing. ' wages of superintendence " i but they are a

sheet , sold for a sou, containing a meager epitomeof trifling proportion of his income, andno part of his

the news, but rigidly decent and trustworthy. Isthe monopoly in the proper sense . It is not by any man's

moral standard in France , therefore, higher than in wages that the people are impoverished, butby this

America ? The newspapers in England having the running sore of taxes handed over to private persons,

largest circulation are not those in which person to be used without regard to the social organism .

alities and veiled scandal are the chief characteristics.

Is the general English taste less vulgar,are the morals

of classes and masses purer in England than in Amer

ica ? If the American answers these questions by a
The Decline of Gluttony.

negative, as he conscientiously can , how is he to ac Frances Power Cobbe in the April Forum .

count for the fact that the most sensational and vul
Though great cooks still command enormous sala

gar newspapers in hiscountry have the largest circu- ries in Europe and America and splendid dinners are

lation? But,to be fair, whatis it that attracts the still every -dayaffairs,therehas been, Ithink ,a cer

decent, intelligent person tothe sensational and vul- tain advancefurther from mere gluttony, past even

gar journal? Is itthat which isvulgarinit, or does thestage of last-century gormandizingto that of the
he find in the newspaper that has this reputation man who eats and drinks with the utmost modera

something else that he needs ? When he sitsdown at tion, but gratifies his delicate palate avec recueille

home or in his club, he denounces the newspaper as ment, justas he does his fine ear with goodmusic,

sensational, not to be credited, lowering to the public and his critical eye with beautiful forms and colors

taste and morals ; and the next morning he buys in the decoration . For the modern Sybarite, the

the same newspaper. table is a mere detail of universal luxury, not the

supreme concern . Even this stage seems to metobe

passing away. The length and profusion of London

No Theology and New Theology.
dinners have,inmy recollection of thirtyyears, been

greatly curtailed by improved taste ; and in a singu

Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott in the April Forum . larway the adoption, from one reason or another. of

water-drinking habits by hundredsofmen and women

There are two movements in our timethat are fre- in society is tending visibly to minimize the luxury of

quently confounded: the onethe No Theology move- the table in England , and must, I should suppose,
ment, the other the New Theology movement.Theone effect the same end in America . If teetotalism should

is represented by such men as Huxley, Spencer, Mill; continue to extend itself further, I should expect to

the other by such men as Maurice, Erskine, Bushnell, see comparatively frugal tables and a vegetarian dict

Munger, Newman Smythe, and Henry Ward Beecher. adopted everywhere in English -speakingcountries .

The Forum Pallishing Company
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ANNOUNCEMENT.

0

A YEAR OR TWO AGO A SERIES OF ARTICLES WAS PUBLISHED

IN THE FOKUM ENTITLED HOW I WAS EDUCATED.” THE

CONTRIBUTORS WERE PRESIDENTS OF UNIVERSITIES AND COL

LEGES, OTHER PROMINENT EDUCATORS, AND MEN OF LETTERS.

THESE AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL PAPERS AWAKENED A LIVELY INTER

EST AS THEY APPEARED MONTH BY MONTH, AND WHEN THE

SERIES WAS COMPLETED THEY WERE COLLECTED AND REPRINTED

IN A SEPARATE VOLUME BY THE PUBLISHING HOUSE OF D.

APPLETON & COMPANY. THEY NOW BELONG TO THE STANDARD

EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE OF THE UNITED STATES.

THE SUCCESS OF THIS SERIES, NOT LESS AMONG THE PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATORS THAN AMONG THE GENERAL PUBLIC, GIVES ASSUR

ANCE THAT A SIMILAR TREATMENT OF AN ANALOGOUS SUBJECT

WILL MEET WITH EQUAL FAVOR, AND BE OF EQUAL OR EVEN

GREATER VALUE. A NEW SERIES OF ARTICLES, THEREFORE, WILL

APPEAR FORTHWITH ON THE QUESTION, WHAT WERE THE

INFLUENCES—THE PERSONS, THE CIRCUMSTANCES, THE BOOKS

THAT HAVE OPERATED MOST TO FORM THE CHARACTER AND

OCCUPATION OF A NUMBER OF NOTABLE SCHOLARS AND MEN

OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE ?

THE CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SERIES OF AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL

ESSAYS WILL INCLUDE EIGHT OR TEN OF THE FOREMOST MEN

OF LETTERS, MEN OF SCIENCE, TEACHERS,
AND STATESMEN,

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN.
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